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OFFICIAL NOTICES
Sub:

Notice is given under Rule 41(1) of Geographical Indications of Goods
(Registration & Protection) Rules, 2002.

1.

As per the requirement of Rule 41(1) it is informed that the issue of Journal 37 of
the Geographical Indications Journal dated 04th January 2011 / Pausa 14, Saka
1932 has been made available to the public from 04th January 2011.
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G.I.
Geographical Indication
App.No.
1
Darjeeling Tea (word)
2
Darjeeling Tea (Logo)
3
Aranmula Kannadi
4

Pochampalli Ikat

5
6
7
8
9
10

Salem Fabric
Payyannur Pavithra Ring
Chanderi Fabric
Solapur Chaddar
Solapur Terry Towel
Kotpad Handloom fabric

11

Mysore Silk

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Kota Doria
Mysore Agarbathi
Basmati Rice
Kancheepuram Silk
Bhavani Jamakkalam
Navara - The grain of Kerala
Mysore Agarbathi "Logo"
Kullu Shawl
Bidriware
Madurai Sungudi Saree

22

Orissa Ikat

23

Channapatna Toys & Dolls

24

Mysore Rosewood Inlay

25
26
27

Kangra Tea
Coimbatore Wet Grinder
Phulkari

28

Kalamkari

29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

Mysore Sandalwood Oil
Mysore Sandal Soap
Kasuti Embroidery - Karnataka
Mysore Traditional Paintings
Coorg Orange
Mysore Betel Leaf
Nanjanagud Banana
Palakkadan Matta Rice
Madhubani Paintings
Jamnagar - MS
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Class

Goods

30
30
20
24, 25 &
27
24
14
24
24
24
24
24, 25 &
26
24 & 25
3
30
24 & 25
24
30
3
24
6, 21 & 34
24 & 25
23, 24 &
25
28
19, 20, 27
& 28
30
7
26
24, 25 &
27
3
3
26
16
31
31
31
30
16
4

Agricultural
Agricultural
Handicraft
Textile
Textile
Handicraft
Textile
Textile
Textile
Textile
Textile
Textile
Manufactured
Agricultural
Textile
Textile
Agricultural
Manufactured
Textile
Handicraft
Textile
Textile
Handicraft
Handicraft
Agricultural
Manufactured
Textile
Handicraft
Manufactured
Manufactured
Textile
Handicraft
Agricultural
Agricultural
Agricultural
Agricultural
Handicraft
Natural

39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51

Jamnagar - ATF
Krishna Godavari Gas
Jamnagar - LPG
Jamnagar - HSD
PISCO
Kondapalli Bommallu (Toys)
Poddar Diamond
Kashmir Pashmina
Thanjavur Paintings
Kashmir Sozani Craft
Malabar Pepper
Allahabad Surkha
Kani Shawl

52

Nakshi Kantha

53

Silver Filigree

54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73

Alleppey Coir
Muga Silk
Tellicherry Pepper
Coconut shell crafts of Kerala
Screw pine crafts of Kerala
Maddalam of Palakkad (Kerala)
Ganjifa cards of Mysore (Karnataka)
Navalgund Durries
Karnataka Bronze Ware
Thanjavur Art Plate
Swamimalai Bronze icons
Temple jewellery of Nagercoil
Blue Pottery of Jaipur
Molela Clay Idols
Kathputlis of Rajasthan
Mysore Malligae
Udupi Malligae
Hadagali Malligae
Alleppey Green Cardamom
Applique (Khatwa) Work of Bihar
Sujini Embroidery Work of
Muzzaffarpur District in Bihar
Sikki Grass Products of Bihar
Ilkal Sarees
Molakalmuru Sarees
Coorg Green Cardamom

74
75
76
77
78

4
4
4
4
33
16, 20
14
24
16
26
30
31
25
19, 20, 24
& 25
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Natural
Natural
Natural
Natural
Alcoholic Beverages
Handicraft
Handicraft
Textile
Handicraft
Textile
Agricultural
Agricultural
Textile
Textile

6, 8, 14,
18, 20, 26
& 28

Handicraft

27
26
30
20
27
15
16
24
6
14
6
14
21
21
28
31
31
31
30
26 & 24

Handicraft
Textile
Agricultural
Handicraft
Handicraft
Handicraft
Handicraft
Handicraft
Handicraft
Handicraft
Handicraft
Handicraft
Handicraft
Handicraft
Handicraft
Agricultural
Agricultural
Agricultural
Agricultural
Handicraft

24 & 26

Textile

20
24
24
30

Handicraft
Textile
Textile
Agricultural

79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89

Chamba Rumal
Dharwad Pedha
Pokkali Rice
Bastar Iron Craft
Bastar Dhokra
Bastar Wooden Craft
Monsooned Malabar Arabica Coffee
Pipli Applique Work
Konark Stone Carving
Puri Pattachitra
Budiiti Bell & Brass Craft

90

Machilipatnam Kalamkari

91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98

Nirmal Toys and Crafts
Arani Silk
Kovai Kora Cotton Sarees
Salem Silk
E. I. Leather
Thanjavur Doll
Leather Toys of Indore
Bagh Prints of Dhar

99

Banaras Brocades and Sarees

100
101
102
103
104
105
106

Sankheda Furniture
Agates of Cambay
Datia and Tikamgarh Bell Metal Ware
Kutch Embroidery
Santiniketan Leather Goods
Nirmal Furniture
Nirmal Paintings

107

Andhra Pradesh Leather Puppetry

109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120

Naga Mircha
Eathomozhy Tall Coconut
Laxman Bhog Mango
Khirsapati Himsagar Mango
Fazli Mango
Monsooned Malabar Robusta Coffee
Assam Tea
Nilgiri Tea
Nilgiri (Orthodox) Logo
Assam (Orthodox) Logo
Lucknow Chikan Craft
Feni
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24
29
30
6 & 21
6 & 21
20
30
24
19
24 & 16
6
24, 25 &
27
20 & 28
24 & 25
24 & 25
24 & 25
18
28
18
24
23, 24, 25
& 26
20
14
6
26 & 24
18
20
16 & 20
18, 27 &
28
31
31
31
31
31
30
30
30
30
30
26
33

Textile
Food Stuff
Agricultural
Handicraft
Handicraft
Handicraft
Agricultural
Handicraft
Handicraft
Handicraft
Handicraft
Textile
Handicraft
Textile
Textile
Textile
Manufactured
Handicraft
Handicraft
Textile
Textile
Handicraft
Handicraft
Handicraft
Textile
Handicraft
Handicraft
Handicraft
Handicraft
Agricultural
Agricultural
Agricultural
Agricultural
Agricultural
Agricultural
Agricultural
Agricultural
Agricultural
Agricultural
Handicraft
Alcoholic Beverages

121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135

Tirupathi Laddu
Uppada Jamdani Sarees
Nashik Valley Wine
Virupakshi Hill Banana
Mango Malihabadi Dusseheri
Sirumalai Hill Banana
Tangaliya Shawl
Puneri Pagadi
Bydagi Chilli
Vazhakkulam Pineapple
Devanahalli Pomello
Appemidi Mango
Kamalapur Red Banana
Sandur Lambani Embroidery
Toda Embroidery

136

Khandua Saree and Fabrics of Orissa

137
138
139
140
141
142
143

Gadwal Sarees
Santipore Saree
Alphonso Mango
Champagne
Vazhakkulam Pineapple
Bikaneri Bujia
Guntur Sannam Chilli

144

Cannanore Home Furnishings

145
146
147

Basmati
Napa Valley
Sanganeri Print
Hand made Carpet of Bhadohi Mirzapur Region of UP
Kinnauri Shawl
Paithani Saree & Fabrics
Scotch Whisky
Balaramapuram Sarees and Fine Cotton
Fabrics
Paithan's Paithani
Mahabaleshwar Strawberry
Firozabad Glass (Word Mark)
Firozabad Glass (Logo Mark)
Kannauj Perfume (Word Mark)
Kannauj Perfume (Logo Mark)
Kanpur Saddlery (Word Mark)
Kanpur Saddlery (Logo Mark)

148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
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30
24 & 25
33
31
31
31
24,25 &27
25
30
31
31
31
31
26
24,25& 26
23, 24 &
25
24
24
31
33
31
30
30
22, 23, 24
& 27
30
33
24 & 25

Food Stuff
Textile
Alcoholic Beverages
Agricultural
Agricultural
Agricultural
Textile
Handicraft
Agricultural
Agricultural
Agricultural
Agricultural
Agricultural
Textile
Textile

27

Textile

24
24 & 25
33

Textile
Textile
Alcoholic Beverages

24 & 25

Textile

24 & 25
31
9, 11 & 21
9, 11 & 21
3
3
18
18

Textile
Agricultural
Handicraft
Handicraft
Manufactured
Manufactured
Handicraft
Handicraft

Textile
Textile
Textile
Agricultural
Alcoholic Beverages
Agricultural
Food Stuff
Agricultural
Handicraft
Agricultural
Alcoholic Beverages
Textile

161
162
163
164
165
166

Moradabad Metal Craft (Word Mark)
Moradabad Metal Craft (Logo Mark)
Central Travancore Jaggery
Prosciutto di Parma "Parma Ham"
Nashik Grapes
Banjara Handicrafts and Mirror work

6
6
30
29
31
24
23, 24 &
25
30

Handicraft
Handicraft
Agricultural
Food stuff
Agricultural
Handicraft

167

Gopalpur Tussar Fabrics

168

170
171

Hyderabadi Biryani
Kolhapuri Chappal (Ethnic Kolhapuri
Footwear)
Kasaragod Saree
Surat Zari Craft

25

Handicraft
Textile
Textile

Textile
Textile
Food Stuff

Varanasi Glass Beads
Khurja Pottery

25
23
23,24,25
& 26
24
24
29
24,25 &
26
21
9,11 &21

172

Champa Silk Saree and Fabrics

173
174
175

Baluchari Saree
Kachchh Dhabda, Shawl and stole
Ganjam Goat Ghee

176

Dhaniakhali Saree

177
178
179

Kuthampully Sarees

24 & 25

Textile

180
181
182
183

Bhagalpur Silk Fabrics & Sarees
Kashmir Paper Machie
Kashmir Walnut Wood Carving
Bagru Hand Block Print
Saharanpur Wood Craft (Word Mark
with Logo)
Gir Kesar Mango
Wayanad Jeerakasala Rice
Wayanad Gandhakasala Rice
Siddipet Gollabama
Venkatagiri Sarees
Cheriyal Paintings
Kota Doria (Logo)
Bhalia Wheat
Hyderabad Haleem
Pembarthi Metal Craft
Pattamadai Mats popularly known as
“Pattamadai Pai”
Nachiarkoil Lamps popularly known as
“Nachiarkoil Kuthuvilakku”
Maheshwar Sarees & Fabric

24& 25
16 & 20
20
24 & 25

Textile
Handicraft
Handicraft
Handicraft

20

Handicraft

31
30
30
24 & 25
25
16
24 & 25
31
29
6 & 21

Agricultural
Agricultural
Agricultural
Textile
Textile
Handicraft
Textile
Agricultural
Food Stuff
Handicraft

27

Handicraft

6

Handicraft

24

Textile

169

184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197

9

Handicraft
Food Stuff

Textile

Handicraft
Handicraft
Handicraft

198
199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230

Mangalagiri Sarees and Fabrics
Udupi Mattu Gulla Brinjal
Chettinad Kottan
Villianur Terracotta Works
Thirukannur Paper Mache
Bobbili Veena popularly known as
“Saraswathi Veena”
Khatamband
Kalanamak
‘Rataul’ Mango
Dhalapathar Parda & Fabrics
Sambalpuri Tie & Dye Saree and
Fabrics
Thanjavur Veenai (Tanjore Veena)
Guledgudd Khana
Bangalore Blue Grapes
Bangalore Rose Onion
Kinhal Toys
Narayanpet Sarees
Dharmavaram Handloom Pattu Sarres
and Paavadais
Agra Marble Inlay Work
Bomkai Saree & Fabrics
Nuapatna Tie & Dye Fabrics
Habaspuri Saree & Fabrics
Berhampur Phoda Kumbha Saree &
Joda
Bandhani of Gujarat
Agra Dolmoth
Agra Petha
Udupi Saree
Chendamangalam Dhoties and Set
Mundu
Porto
Douro
Ganjam Kewda Rooh
Ganjam Kewda
Cognac

10

24 & 25
31
20
21
16

Textile
Agricultural
Handicraft
Handicraft
Handicraft

15 & 20

Handicraft

15 & 20
30
31
24

Handicraft
Agricultural
Agricultural
Textiles

24 & 25

Textiles

15 & 20
24
30
31
28
25

Handicraft
Textiles
Agricultural
Agricultural
Handicraft
Textiles

24 & 25

Textiles

19 & 20
24
24 & 25
24

Handicraft
Textiles
Textiles
Textiles

24

Textiles

24
30
29
25

Textiles
Food Stuff
Food Stuff
Textiles

25

Textiles

33
33
03
31
33

Alcoholic Beverages
Alcoholic Beverages
Manufactured
Agricultural
Alcoholic Beverages

PUBLIC NOTICE
It is brought to the notice of all concerned that a priced publication of Geographical
Indications Journal is available from July 2004. It would be a bimonthly publication. The
cost of each Journal is Rs.300/-(Rupees Three Hundred Only). The cost of Annual
Subscription is Rs.1800/- (Rupees One Thousand Eight Hundred Only). There will be six
issues annually. Interested parties who are desirous of subscribing the Annual
Subscription for the above Journal may forward a Demand Draft which should be drawn
in favour of “Registrar of Geographical Indications” payable at Chennai.
The public can also remit cash at the counter of Geographical Indications Registry,
Intellectual Property Office Building, Industrial Estate, SIDCO RMD Godown Area,
G.S.T. Road, Guindy-600 032 on all working days.
For any further information in this regard please contact:The Deputy Registrar of Geographical Indications,
Geographical Indications Registry,
Intellectual Property Office Building,
Industrial Estate, G.S.T. Road, Guindy,
Chennai - 600 032.
Tel: 044 - 22502091 & 92,
Fax No: 044 - 22502090
E-mail: gir-ipo@nic.in
Sd/(P. H. KURIAN)
Registrar of Geographical Indications
PUBLIC NOTICE
Dated 26th February, 2010

No.GIR/CG/JNL/2010

WHEREAS Rule 38(2) of Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration and
Protection) Rules, 2002 provides as follows:
“The Registrar may after notification in the Journal put the published Geographical
Indications Journal on the internet, website or any other electronic media.”
Now therefore, with effect from 1st April, 2010, The Geographical Indications Journal
will be Published and hosted in the IPO official website www.ipindia.nic.in free of
charge. Accordingly, sale of Hard Copy and CD-ROM of GI Journal will be discontinued
with effect from 1st April, 2010.
Sd/(P. H. KURIAN)
Registrar of Geographical Indications
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G.I. APPLICATION NUMBER - 183
Application is made by Bagru Haath Thappa Chhapai Dastkar Sanrakshan Avvam
Vikas Samiti (BHTCDSAVS), Lakshminath Chowk, Chhipa Mohalla, Bagru - 303007,
District: Jaipur, Rajasthan, India, for Registration in Part-A of the Register of Bagru
Hand Block Print under Application No.183 in respect of Textile and textile goods, not
included in other classes; bed and table cover falling in Class – 24 and Clothing, mainly
Fadat, Lugdi, Dhabli, Angochha, Tehmat, Janani dhoti, Bhchhauni, Chadara, Jazam,
Chouka Chhint, Rumal, Dasti Rumal, Table covers, Teapoy covers, Napkins, Table mats,
Tea mats, Raprons, Midis, Kaftan, Bed Sheets or Bedspreads, Quilts, Sarees, Scarfs and
Headgears falling in Class - 25 is hereby advertised as accepted under Sub-section (1) of
Section 13 of Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration and Protection) Act, 1999.

Applicant

:

Bagru Haath Thappa Chhapai Dastkar
Sanrakshan Avvam Vikas Samiti
(BHTCDSAVS)

Address

:

Bagru Haath Thappa Chhapai Dastkar
Sanrakshan
Avvam
Vikas
Samiti
(BHTCDSAVS), Lakshminath Chowk, Chhipa
Mohalla, Bagru - 303007, District: Jaipur,
Rajasthan, India

Geographical Indication

:

BAGRU HAND BLOCK PRINT

Class

:

24 & 25

Goods

:

Class – 24 Textile and Textile Goods, not included
in other Classes; bed and table covers;
and
Class–25 Clothing, mainly Fadat, Lugdi, Dhabli,
Angochha, Tehmat, Janani dhoti,
Bhchhauni, Chadara, Jazam, Chouka
Chhint, Rumal, Dasti Rumal, Table
covers, Teapoy covers, Napkins, Table
mats, Tea mats, Raprons, Midis, Kaftan,
Bed Sheets or Bedspreads, Quilts,
Sarees, Scarfs and Headgears.
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(A)

Name of the Applicant

: Bagru Haath Thappa Chhapai
Dastkar Sanrakshan Avvam
Vikas Samiti (BHTCDSAVS)

(B)

Address

: Bagru Haath Thappa Chhapai
Dastkar Sanrakshan Avvam Vikas
Samiti (BHTCDSAVS),
Lakshminath Chowk, Chhipa
Mohalla, Bagru - 303007, District:
Jaipur, Rajasthan, India

(C)

List of association of persons/
Producers / organization/ authority

(D)

Type of Goods

: To be provided on request

: Class – 24 Textile and Textile
Goods, not included in other
Classes; bed and table covers; and
Class–25 Clothing, mainly Fadat,
Lugdi, Dhabli, Angochha, Tehmat,
Janani dhoti, Bhchhauni, Chadara,
Jazam, Chouka Chhint, Rumal,
Dasti Rumal, Table covers, Teapoy
covers, Napkins, Table mats, Tea
mats, Raprons, Midis, Kaftan, Bed
Sheets or Bedspreads, Quilts,
Sarees, Scarfs and Headgears.

(E)

Specification
•
•
•
•
•

•

:

The ground colour of Bagru Hand Block Prints are mostly off white
(cream).
Colours and designs of Bagru Hand Block Print enables identification of
user community.
Bagru Print is produced by traditional methods. Colour preparation,
dyeing and printing are a guarded secret of artisans.
Traditional Bagru Hand Block Prints are dominated by two colours viz.
Red and Black. Black colour of Bagru Prints impart reddish tinge.
Motifs of Bagru Prints are small in size and can be one or two of
following five groups:
(i)
Motifs of Flowers, Leaves and Buds;
(ii)
Motifs of Intertwisted Tendrils;
(iii)
Motifs of Trellis Designs;
(iv)
Motifs of Figurative Designs;
(v)
Motifs of Geometrical designs;
“Dabu” (Resist) paste used at Bagru is made out of locally available black
clay soil.
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•
•
•
•

Bagru Hand Block Print are produced using vegetable dyes.
Designs on Bagru Prints are obtained by stamping Wooden Hand Blocks.
The designs on Bagru Hand Block Print are usually repetitive.
Traditional skill for production of Bagru Hand Block Print is an asset of a
community known as “Chhipas” of Bagru.
Climatic conditions at Bagru are ideal for production of Bagru Hand
Block Prints. Locally available water has excellent properties, ideal for
dyeing and printing.
Bagru Prints are produced only in a limited Geographical area i.e. Bagru,
Kaladera, Jahota and Jairampura.
Bagru Hand Block Print Textile production is more than 300 years old.

•

•
•

(F)

Name of Geographical Indication

:

BAGRU HAND BLOCK PRINT

(G)

Description of Goods

:

Bagru Prints are mostly on cotton and sometimes on cotton x silk. A wide range
of Made ups, Home furnishings and Garments are produced from Bagru Printed
cloth. All Bagru Prints display an extensive variety of Butis and Butas with
variety of colours, traditional shades of colours and designs created by skilled
Chhipas possessing expertise of preparing colour mixtures using desired
ingredients in specific ratios. Colours used for Bagru Hand Block Print are mostly
vegetable dyes (natural colours). The creation of rich and wide range of print
designs is a result of careful stamping by wooden blocks. Turners locally known
as Kharadiyes posses the skill of producing desired blocks using dried wood of
plants like “shisham”, “gurjan”, “mango”, “teak” and “ardu”. Thus it is the skill
of Chhipas and Kharadiyes that results in production of well known Bagru Prints.
Size of these items can vary as per demand.
Product Names and Specifications
S. No

1.
2.

3.

Item Local
Name
Fadat

Usual Size
L : 4.10 - 4.30 M.
W : 0.95 - 1.35 M.

Lugdi (Chadar ki L : 2.60 to 2.80 M.
lugdi, Chadar
W : 1.20 to 1.60 M.
jodi, odhani,
duptta)
Dhabli
L : 5.00 - 7.50 M.
W : 1.00 M.
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Common
Name/ Use
Women’s
(Ghagras) long
(skirts)
Women garments
like Kanchli and
Kurti
Men’s Dhoti

Fabric
Cotton
Cotton

Cotton

4.
5.

6.

7.
8.

9.
10.

11.

12.
13.
14.

15.
16.

Angochha

L : 1.80 - 2.00 M.
W : 0.85 to 1.00 M.
L : 2.30 M.
W : 1.20 M.

Handloom
and Lattha
Tehmat
Mill-made
lattha or
handloom
cloth
Janani dhoti
L : 5.10 M.
Sari for woman
Grey
W : 1.40 M.
superfine, millmade or
handloom
mulls or
cambrics
Bichhauni (rezai) L : 4.00 - 5.00 M.
Quilt
Lattha or rezi
W : 1.15 - 1.20 M.
cloth
Chadara (palang L: 2.25/2.70/3.50
Bed-spread/ Bed
It is made of
posh)
M.
Cover
coarse millW : 1.80 - 2.25 M
made longcloth
Jazam
L: normally 3.40 M. Floor carpet
Coarse millW : 2.35 M.
made lattha
Chouka
L : 0.60 M.
Dress materials for Superfine millW : 0.60 M.
gents & ladies or as made grey
decorative wall
mul-mal or
pieces
cambric
Chhint (Chintz) L : 5.00 - 6.00 M.
Dress material and Mill-made
W : 1.00 M.
for decorative
lattha and
doors and window handloom cloth
hangings.
Rumal, Dasti
L : 0.60 x 0.60 M.
Handkerchief.
Fine cotton
Rumal
W : 0.90 x 0.90 M.
cloth or lattha
Table covers,
The standard sizes
As the name
Mill-made
Teapoy covers
are 1.40 x 0.90 M.
indicates.
latthas and
handloom
Napkins, table
Nap.: 0.40 x 0.38 M. As the name
Mill-made
mats, tea mats
Table mats:
indicates.
latthas and
.37x.31M Tea mats
handloom or rezi
.22 x .21 M.
cloth
Raprons,
L : 3 M. W : 1.20 M., Maxi and midi
Fabric of
Midis
Midi L : 2.35 M.
dresses for
purchaser’s
W : 1.20 M.
women.
choice.
Kaftan
L : 2.90 M.
Women’s long
Mostly
W : 1.20 M.
shirts and evening cambric
dresses.
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Towel, Angarkhi
& Bagal bandhi
Worn as a lungi by
men

(H)

Geographical Area of Production and Map as shown in page no. 27 :
Geographical Areas of production of Bagru Hand Block Print is Bagru,
Kaladera, Jahota and Jairampura. Of these Bagru town is the main production
centre.
Geographical
Area

Bagru

Kaladera

Jahota

Jairampura

Name of
Tehsil/
Panchayat

Sanganer

Chomu

Amber

Amber

District &
State

Jaipur, Rajasthan

Jaipur, Rajasthan

Jaipur, Rajasthan

Jaipur, Rajasthan

26˚ 48' 41”
North 26˚
49’24” North

27˚ 11' 20” North
27˚ 11’00” North

27˚ 06' 31”
North 27˚
06’34” North

27˚ 06' 00”
North 27˚
06’09” North

75˚ 32' 28” East
75˚ 33’02” East

75˚ 37' 30” East
75˚ 37’56” East

75˚ 41' 37” East
75˚ 41’42” East

75˚ 43' 59” East
75˚ 44’08” East

Latitude

Longitude

(I)

Proof of Origin (Historical records) :
Bagru, an early 16th century town near Jaipur, developed into a flourishing Textile
Production Center and was at its peak in the 19th century. Even today large
numbers of Industrial units (Micro and Medium level) are producing Bagru Hand
Block Prints for local as well as export market. The art of hand-block printing and
design was developed to a high level of sophistication, and this small 16th century
village blossomed into one of India’s busiest artisan centers as is evident from
several specimens kept in National and Foreign Museums and/or description of
this craft and skill given in several books and journals written by Indian and
Foreign authors.
Well known Historian Prof. Dr. G.N. Sharma, studied available material,
documents of Jaipur Province from the year 1300-1761 A.D. His findings are
compiled in the book “Rajasthan Through the Ages” Vol.-II. According to Dr.
G.N. Sharma, Bagru was famous and known for its Dyed or Printed Chintzes.
Similarly, according to historian Prof. Mohan Lal Gupta, Bagru Hand Block
Print Industry was a flourishing industry for last five centuries. (Rajasthan Part –
II, “District-wise Study of Culture and History in Rajasthan, Rajasthani
Granthagar, Jodhpur, 2004, p- 117 – 118,).
“Bagru was a small town in Rajputana State, situated in 260 48’ North and 75033’
East on the Agra-Ajmer Road about 18 miles South-West of Jaipur City. It was
the residence of Thakur who served Jaipur Darbar with Fourteen Horsemen and
was exempted from payment of any tribute to the Darbar. The place was famous
for dyed and stamped chintzes”. (“Imperial Gazetteer of India”, Provincial
Series, Rajputana, 1908, [Vol -1, 1909], Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1908-1931 p255-256).
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Rta Kapur and Rahul Jain well known textile designer and writer studied
Handcrafted Indian Textile steeped in tradition, representing living heritage of the
glory of India and produced a book titled “Handcrafted Indian Textiles”.
According to the author “There was a need, for example, to assemble a
comprehensive directory of available patterns on a single piece of cloth. The idea
for a new product, in turn, was inspired by nineteenth-century descriptions of the
double-sided prints once produced in centers such as Alwar and Gwalior. A
reversible cloth, of the weight traditionally printed in Bagru, could serve
especially well as drapery or even as certain types of apparel. About thirty
kilometers from Sanganer and as mentioned in nineteenth-century records, the
printing village of Bagru has remained mostly in the shadow of its celebrated
neighbour. In contrast to the courtly sensibility of the Sanganer work, the Bagru
Hand Block Prints are deeply rooted in the local folk milieu. Their limited design
and colour range is associated with traditional caste-and-custom-bound end uses
of the area. The exhibition textiles commissioned from Sanganer and Bagru,
therefore, attempted to highlight this extreme polarity. By the early 1980s, the
demand for Bagru fabrics in the local Haats (markets) had declined but new
export channels helped bolster the fortunes of the industry. For the exhibition
commissions, it was felt necessary to reconsider the limited print vocabulary and
develop, if possible, a new product”. (“Handcrafted Indian Textiles”, Martand
Singh, Rta Kapur Chisti and Rahul Jain; Lustre Press Roli Books Pvt. Ltd.,
New Delhi, 2000, p- 82,).
According to the famous textile designer Ritu Kumar, “When the power of the
Mughal court declined in the early eighteenth century, the Persian and Hindu
artisans who had gathered in Agra and Delhi dispersed into the surrounding textile
centres and their skills were absorbed into the long-standing craft traditions of
those areas. They also brought with them the new patterning techniques and
motifs that had developed under the patronage of their Mughal masters. The
block-printing centres of Sanganer, Bagru, Barmer, Balotra and Pali were
renowned for their well-bleached cotton cloth and crisply detailed folk imagery.
The cloths and garments made in Rajasthan and Gujarat were decorated with
floral and animal motifs printed in repeating patterns. Animal motifs were used
widely-mainly the elephant (hathi), the duck (batak) and the fly (makhi). A wide
variety of floral motifs also appeared, including the cardamom (ilaychi), the
magnolia (champa), the jasmine (motia), the margosa tree flower (neem), the
marigold (genda), the chrysanthemum (guldaudi), the Indian rose (gulab), the
orchid tree flower (kachnar), and a whole series of other floral butis associated
with the deities (such as the dhatura flower, arka flower and urdraksha beads symbolic of Shiva – and the lotus flower (kamal) and conch shell (shankh), which
represented Vishnu). This indigenous repertoire was expanded with the
incorporation of typical Mughal motifs in the form of floral and arabesque
patterns. The synthesis became apparent not only in the printing schools, but also
in the weaving areas which specialized in brocades, mashru, tie – dye and ikat”.
(“Costumes and Textiles of Royal India”, Ritu Kumar, Christies’s Books Ltd.,
London, 1999, p-51).
Calico museum of Textile, Ahmedabad commissioned a study of The
Contemporary Textile Crafts of India. The study carried out by B.C. Mohanty
and J.P. Mohanty resulted in publication of their findings in a book “Block
Printing and Dyeing of Bagru, Rajasthan”. According to the authors “Bagru a
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small village town in Rajasthan, is situated at a distance of 32 kms east of Jaipur
city. Its traditional processes of hand block printing on textiles with rich natural
colours have been known for many centuries. With the attraction of foreign
buyers for the traditional hand printed textiles, this village hums with much
activity today, supplying exquisite printed materials for the export trade.
The hand printers, known as chhipa, came from Sawai Madhopur, Alwar,
Jhunjhunu and Siker districts of Rajasthan to settle in Bagru and make it their
home some 300 years ago. According to a legend, at the very outset, some two
families of chhipas were brought by the Thakur of Bagru to settle in Bagru from
Isarda, a village four miles from Jaipur and from then on migration of more
families of chhipas continued from different places. They perhaps came for the
then royal patronage but more for the abundant availability of water, which had
excellent properties suitable for dyeing and printing. Abundant flowing water for
washing, processing etc., and a clean sunny bed are the important requisites for
printing; and the Sanjaria River with its perennial water stream and stretches of
sandy bed was aptly suitable for the purpose. The Sanjaria river, with its origin
some 5 kms from Bagru westwards, was then watering this village town and its
water was surrounding the place then known as Bagora island, from which the
name Bagru is perhaps derived. It is interesting to find a printed narrative in the
killa of the hereditary Jagirdar of Bagru. The narrative was found in a frame but
was unsigned. A portion of the narrative reads, “The Chief (Thakur) of Bagru is
the foremost noble in Jaipur State and occupies the first seat on the left hand
of Maharaja. In the absence of the Durbar from Jaipur he has, by custom,
charge of the city and the palaces, and by hereditary right performs the
Bhait and other ceremonies in place of His Highness. He is among the twelve
Kotharis of Jaipur who claim descent from the great Maharaja, Prithviraj,
the direct progenitor of the Jaipur ruling house. The title of Adhiraj is
hereditary in the family”. Name Bagru is derived from Bagora, the name of an
island in a lake where the city was originally built, and is famous for its palm fans
and Chints”. (“Block Printing and Dyeing of Bagru, Rajasthan”, B.C. Mohanty
& J.P. Mohanty, Calico Museum of Textiles, Ahmedabad, 1983, p - 7 & 8)
A block printed women’s ghaghra (skirt) displayed at The Maharaja Sawai Man
Singh-II Museum describes its production at Bagru in the early 20th century
(“Textile Art of India”, Kokyo Hakanaka, Chronicle Books, San Francisco
1993, p-87)
Ms. Chandra Mani Singh presently Director, Documentation, Jawahar Kala
Kendra, Ministry of Art, Culture & Literature, Govt. of India, Jaipur is a well
known expert and writer on Textile arts of India. She has also severed as
Registrar, The Maharaja Sawai Man Singh II Museum Jaipur for many years. She
studied heritage textiles of India and more particularly of Varanasi, Bagru,
Sanganer etc. According to her studies Bagru Hand Block Print are similar to
printed pieces found in old capital of Egypt.
Gulabh Kothari, well known writer, philosopher, presently Chief Editor of
“Rajasthan Patrika” studied Textiles Industries of Rajasthan. According to Gulabh
Kothari, “Award-winning Ram Gulam Chhipa and his family of Bagru has been
doing this textile printing ever since eight generations ago” his ancestors used
to print and dye “Chundaries” for the Jats and Malis” (“Colourful Textiles of
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Rajasthan”, Gulabh Kothari, Jaipur Printers Pvt. Ltd. Jaipur, India, pp – 41-42
& 63).
Times of India, News Service Team, visited Bagru during January, 1995 and
published a report which reads “One of the great connoisseurs of art and
culture in India, Pupal Jayakar, was introduced to this village (Bagru) in far
away France when she saw the sample of the hand printed cloth of Bagru on
display in a Paris museum”.
According to Dr. Asha Bhagat, the great researcher and art writer, Bagru near
Jaipur was an important Dying and Printing Centre where Dabu printing was
dominant. (“Monograph on survey of Printing and dying industry of Rajasthan,
Gujrat & Madhya Pradesh”, Dr. Asha Bhagat, Radha Publication, New Delhi,
p-15).
Smt. Papul Jayakar was Director, Indian Handicrafts and Handloom; she was also
the Vice President, Indian Council of Cultural Relations. Smt Jayakar, was
invested with Padmabhusan. Having seen Bagru Hand Block Print at Paris
museum, she visited Bagru and stayed at their factories for many hours. She was
so impressed by the traditional Bagru Hand Block Prints, its unique designs and
process, that she gave directions to concerned Ministry, Govt. of India for Display
& Promotion of Bagru Hand Block Print in all National & International
exhibitions on Textiles.
Bagru print does not differ from Sanganeri Print except that whereas in the
Sanganeri Print the background is white, in Bagru Print it is off white or fawn. It
is interesting to note that although the Sanganer Print was introduced at Bagru
around 1943 seven or eight decades earlier a family of printers immigrated here
from village Jahota and started printing motifs of chaupar, camels, horse and dove
on dhotis and turbans of banjaras (nomads) settled at Nagore in the vicinity of
Bagru. Some banjaras preferred creepers with flowers printed on both the edges
of their dhotis. The banjaras left the fabric with the printers, while setting out on
their itinerary and collected the finished product on return. Motifs of cuckoo and
frog were printed on blue “long skirt” (ghaghra) measuring five yards at the
bottom periphery and large bonsali flowers were printed on the red or block
odhanies used by their women folk. The Bagru print initiated for the Banjaras of
Nagore and Kishangarh has become immensely popular among the Jats, Gujars,
Meens, Malis, and Rajputs. It has also fascinated foreigners and left the Sanganeri
Hand Block Printing far behind. (“Crafts and Craftsmen”, Kamlesh Mathur,
Pointer Publishers Jaipur, 2004, p-66)
Besides above mentioned historical evidences several extracts from the Internet,
also describe Bagru Hand Block Print as a work of special skill originating in the
aforesaid region of India. All the above cited evidences confirms origin of
Bagru and its thriving hand block printing industry as early as 18th century.
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(J)

Method of Production

:

Manufacture of Bagru Hand Block Print still continues to adopt traditional
method for preparation of dye mixtures, pre and post treatment of the cloth for
printing and finishing. Various steps involved and details of these are as given
below: 
Production Steps:
 Scouring (Pre processing of fabric before printing) locally called “Hari
Sarana”
 Tannin or preparing fabric for printing locally called “Peela Karna” or Harda
Rangai.
 Printing with mordant in salts locally called “Chapai”.
 Drying of printed fabric or Ageing before dyeing the fabric in natural dye
locally called “Sukhai”.
 Washing or removal of excess mordant before dying locally called “Khulai”.
 Dyeing or fixing of colours after washing locally called “Rangai”.
 Resist Printing or mud clay printing locally called “Dhabu Datai”
 Dyeing with blue colour locally called “Neel Rangai”.
 Dyeing with yellow dye locally called “Haldi Naspal Putai”.
 Post mordant or fixing of yellow dye locally called “Fitkari Rangai”.
 Final washing locally called “Dhulai” to get rid of all the excess dye and
resist paste.
 Production process:


Scouring – locally called “Hari Sarana”
The fabric that comes from mills or handloom sector contains natural and
added impurities such as starch, oil and dust. To get good and even
penetration of colours, the fabric is boiled with soap and de–sizing agents.
Traditionally cow dung was used for scouring. Cow dung and water are mixed
together and the cloth is then left dipped in that paste overnight. The process
of washing is a long one, generally carried out by the ladies. The next day, the
clothes are washed and spread on large open grounds. Before the clothes dry
completely, more water is sprinkled on them and thus they are made wet
again. This process of sprinkling water and drying is repeated 5–6 times a day.
This procedure is carried out until the cloth becomes white and bright.
Generally, this process requires 3 to 6 days. After this the cloth is washed with
pure water. Since it is tedious and time consuming, soaps have replaced cow
dung now a day.



Tannin – locally called ‘Peela Karana’ of ‘Harda’
Washed fabric is treated with myrobalan (harda) which contains tannic acid.
Tannic acid attracts the mordants, which are applied with hand wood – block.
‘Harda’ powder is mixed with water, and the cloth is submerged in it,
squeezed and dried flat on the ground. Once the fabric is dried, it is folded and
beaten with a wooden mallet to remove excess ‘harda’ powder and open up
the fiber to accept the dye. This process is known as ‘peela karna’. The tannic
acid of myrobalam (harda) forms black colour with ferrous (syahee) which is
traditionally made by reaction of old rusted horse shoe nails with jiggery.
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Printing (mordanting) – locally called ‘Chapai’
This is the process of transferring the design to the cloth and requires high
level of skill. “A piece of fabric is spread over a low bench covered with a
thick pad made of several layers of heavy cloth. The printer squats in front of
this bench with the dye in a pan or earthenware vessel by his side. Inside this
vessel is thick cloth pad saturated with dye. The block is pressed on to this pad
and motif is then stamped on to the fabric. Different elements in the design
require different colourings. For each colour impression the printer has to
prepare a separate pan. The fabric is printed with two mordant–ferrous
(‘syahee’) made out of rusted horse shoe nails, and aluminum sulphate
(‘beggar’). Usually ferrous is printed with the outline block (‘rekh’). As it
immediately shows a black impression, it is easy for another printer to place
the filler block (‘datta’) with beggar some times the background block is
applied before the outline block.



Ageing – locally called ‘Sukhai’
The printed fabric is left for at least three-four days so that the print (mordant
paste) penetrates into the fiber structure. Longer the ageing better is the result.



Washing – locally called ‘Dhulai’
The printed fabric is washed in running water to remove excess mordants.



Dying (fixing of colour) locally called ‘Ghan Rangai’
Dyeing is a process in which the dye reacts with two mordants at two different
locations on the same print giving two different shades of colours. Alizarin is
used as the dye throughout Rajasthan. The colours obtained in conjunction
with the two mordants are red (with alum) and black (with ferrous). Dyeing is
carried out in large copper vessels (‘tambri’) which are heated by wood fire.
Alizarin is filled in small cloth–bags (‘potali’) and dipped in the vessel. The
quantity of alizarin dye is calculated by the experienced dyer. ‘Dhawadi
phool’, a local flower is boiled along with alizarin to avoid patches and
staining. Once the dyed fabric is ready (usually it takes half a day), it is taken
out of the copper vessel and left on the ground for drying.



Resist printing locally called ‘Dhabu Datai’
The special resist paste (clay-lime-gum-insect eaten wheat mixture) technique,
a specialty of traditional printing of Rajasthan, is commonly known as
‘dhabu’. Dhabu acts as mechanical resist and prevents the penetration of dye
during dyeing on areas covered with ‘dhabu’. This technique is used only for
creating patterns with indigo blue. Since the resist paste ‘dhabu’ is thick and
sticky no sharp definitions are achieved. It is applied with wooden block on
the fabric and saw dust is sprinkled over it. Saw dust has two major functions
at this stage-first to absorb water from the Dhabu paste and give additional
layers of resist. After printing, the fabric is left outside in the sun for drying
before dipping in indigo tanks. The art of making ‘dhabu’ paste is kept secret
and every family has its own recipe to make the paste.



Indigo dyeing locally called ‘Neel Rangai’
It is the most interesting process of coloring the fabric blue. Indigo dyeing is
done throughout Rajasthan. The process to start a new indigo tank is tedious
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and complicated but once the vat is ready for use, it is kept ‘alive’ by constant
addition of indigo lime and jiggery. An expert indigo dyer can tell the state of
dye by the colour of the vat. He adds the exact quantity of every ingredient
required, having learnt it by experience. There is no written recipe with the
indigo dyer and every family has its own way of handling indigo. The printed
cloth is folded neatly like saree pleats and lowered gently into the indigo tank.
When the cloth is totally submerged in the tank, the dyer still holding it under
the liquid dye, opens each pleat to allow the fabric to have the indigo dye
evenly. Since indigo does not react in the presence of air, any air trapped in
the folds or pleats will give “patchy” dyeing. An experienced dyer always
unfold the pleats neatly and gently to avoid cracking of ‘Dhabu’. The fabric is
then taken out of tank, gently squeezed and opened out to react with the
atmospheric oxygen and turn the reduced indigo into oxidized indigo. Indigo
has poor affinity to the fabric in the presence of water, so the first ‘dip’ gives a
pale sky blue shade. In order to get darker indigo blue, the fabric is again
dipped in the tank, pulled out and oxidized. This process is repeated till the
desired dark shade is achieved. The fabric is finally dried flat on the ground.
Care is taken that while dyeing or drying; ‘dhabu’ does not get broken or
cracked. For turning the fabric green it is taken for further process of yellow
dyeing but before this it is printed with dhabu to retain some blue areas.


Yellow dyeing – locally called ‘Haldi Naspal Putai’
The fabric is again printed with dhabu and taken out in an open area. Four
persons hold it at each corner and fifth person dips a loose-woven woolen
fabric which acts as a sponge in the dye extracted out of haldi (turmeric) and
naspal (pomegranate rinds) and rubs it gently all over the cloth to be dyed.
The application of the yellow dye is like mopping the floor but is done gently
so that the ‘dhabu’ does not come off. The idea of using loose woven fabric in
the process of dyeing is to retain enough dye while applying it. Once the
fabric is dyed evenly, it is taken for post mordanting or fixing of yellow dye.



Post mordanting with alum – locally known as ‘Fitkari Rangari’
The dye extracted from turmeric and pomegranate peals is very fugitive and in
order to make it fast, post mordanting is done with alum (fitkari). In this
process the fabric is dipped in a big copper vessel filled with water and diluted
alum. After leaving it for a few minutes (long period of time will cause the
dhabu to come off) it is taken out, gently squeezed and dried flat on the
ground. When it is completely dry it is folded and stored in dark places for at
least 3 to 4 days so that the yellow dye sets in. Finally it is taken out for
washing.



Washing locally called ‘Dhulai’
Washing of the fabric is done in order to take out resist paste and excess or
unattached dye from the surface. In this process the fabric is left in big tanks
for at lest 3 to 4 hours till the resist paste becomes smooth. The fabric is then
beaten over a flat stone slab to remove the resist paste and excess dye. The
beating of the cloth is generally done where there is a flow of water.



Treatment and disposal of effluent water:
Effluent generated by the units is primarily treated before discharge to the
common drain. Treated effluent is free from undesirable constituents. At
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present treated effluent is distributed by Bagru Municipal Board to various
users for agriculture purposes. As per Municipal Board no harmful effects of
this effluent on various crops has been so far observed. Also all production
units are now planning for setting up a common effluent treatment plant to
reuse the treated effluent. This is a positive step to conserve water.


Materials:
Fabric:
All possible Natural fabric (like cotton, cotton x silk, wool etc.) and man made
fibers like rayon.
Dyes:
Vegetable and plant products like leaves, seeds. Fruits etc. are the main source
for production of dyes of desired colour and shades. These are as given
below: Harda Powder (Natural Turmeric/pomegranate rinds) is used to give
creamish yellow colour to the fabric.
 To give deep black colour Syahi paste made of fermented solution of iron
with molasses and gum in combination with Harda is used. These are
again natural vegetable products.
 To impart red colour shades natural/vegetable dyes like Maddar (Rubia
tinctoria, Rubia manjista rich in alizarine and purpurin are used.
 For Blue colour, extracts from Neal Plants (Indigofera tinctoria)
 Other natural dyes for desired colours normally used are as given below:

Name of Dyes
Flatting yellow
Golden yellow
Yellow
Blue
Yellow
Orange-brown
Red (Alizarin)
Light yellow
Deep yellow

Source (Name of Plants)
Butea monosperma (Lamk)
Taub
Carthamus Tinctorium L
Curcuma longa L
Indigofera tinctoria L
Morinda citrifolia L
Nyctanthus arbortristis Linn.
Oldenlandia umbellata Linn.
Punica granatum L.
Terminalia chebula Rstz

Local Name
Dhak, Palas
Casala
Haldi
Neel
All
Harsinghar
Indian Madar
Naspal
Harada

In the event of non-availability of natural alizarin and indigo blue synthetic
counter parts i.e. chemical dyes are also used.
Tools:
 Pathiya : Size approx 2’x 3’x 4’ high, used for Dhabu printing and mostly
used by old aged printers and women who can’t stand for long. The printer
sits on the floor.
 Mej : 5’x 20’x 3.5’ high, these are meant for regular production where
printers walk around the table.
 Gadi: - Size 18’ x 18’ x 3.6’ high, Colour containers are put on the trolley
to move around the big table. .
 Saj (Tari): - These are small rectangular containers 12’ x 18’x 3” to fill
the colour for printing. Inside the colour container a frame and layers of
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Bunta (bunti): - These are wooden hand-printing blocks of different
shapes and types with motifs engraved on their bottom faces. The different
shapes are rectangular, square, circular, oval, segmental etc. The
segmental block is called ‘chand’ and is generally one fourth of a circle.
To the upper side of the bunta is fixed a wooden handle with which the
block is held and over which the printer strikes, to transfer the impression
of the motif to the cloth. The types of buntas are gad, rekh and data.
Kalams: - These are steel chisels of different widths and cutting surfaces
used by kharaudis, for engraving the motifs on the wooden printing
blocks.
Mogri: - A wooden mallet used in some cases to beat the folds of the
moist finished cloth pieces.

Emulsions & Pastes
 Telkhar Emulsion: - It is an emulsion for oiling and alkaline treatment
used to desize and partially bleach the grey cloth.
 Pila Karana Solution: - This is used to give creamish yellow colour to
the fabric. It is made of harda powder.
 Begar Paste: - This is the mordant alum which in combination with
alizarine develops a rich red colour.
 Syahi Paste: - Syahi is essentially a fermented solution of iron and
fermenting agent molasses (jiggery, gur) and gum. Syahi in combination
with harda develops into a deep black colour.
 Dabu (Resist Paste): - Resist paste is applied on those parts of printed
motifs whose colour is sought to be protected and sealed off from the
effects of further treatment that the cloth undergoes in subsequent process.
Dabu paste is prepared by mixing “Kali Mitti” (clay soil), lime (Bidhan)
wheat flour and gum. These are mixed in specific ratios depending upon
type of Dabu paste needed.
 Alizarine Bath: - This is red colouring dye bath prepared by using
vegetable dyes like maddar (Rubia tinctoria, Rubia manjista) which
contains substances called alizarine and purpurin. Nowadays synthetic
alizarine is used due to shortage of vegetable alizarine. Alizarine and
“dhawai ka phool” (Dhawai Flower Wood Fordia Floribunda) are mixed
in specific ratios in water and mixture kept for required hours to get
required reddish hue.
 Indigo Blue: - Indigo blue (nil) is a blue colouring matter extracted from
Neel plants (Indigofera tinctoria). Nowadays synthetic indigo granules
available in market are also used.
(K)

Uniqueness

:



The ground colour of Bagru Hand Block Prints are mostly off white (cream).



Motifs of Bagru Prints are small in size and can be one or two of following
five groups:a) Motifs of Flowers, Leaves and Buds
b) Motifs of Intertwisted Tendrils
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c) Motifs of Trellis Designs
d) Motifs of Figurative Designs
e) Motifs of Geometrical designs

(L)



Standard Benchmark of Bagru Hand Block Prints lies in long Inherited skills
of Craftsmen of Bagru. Production requires high degree of co-ordination of
eyes, hands and allied pressure on the blocks. This skill is available only in
local artisan community known as “Chhipas” who have settled in Bagru town
for last 300 years. For more than six generations these Chhipa, men and
women, have professionalized hand block printing as their righteous
profession and means of earning.



Dye preparation for desired colours and shades is a guarded secret of Chhipas
of Bagru only. Dyes (paste and liquid both) are produced by using bark,
flowers and roots of locally available trees, river water and available fine clay
sand. This is considered as a unique & dominant geographical characteristic.



Bagru Prints are produced mainly for the taste and needs of local
communities.



Bagru Hand Block Printed fabric is well known and distinct from other
printed fabric due to its Black and Red colour combinations harmonized on
the same piece.



The unique Geographical characteristic of Bagru Hand Block Print is
availability of all resources in Bagru and around. All production units are not
in the organized sector and therefore, outsource small segments of work for
conducting different process to the different craftsmen working form small
cottage industries. The interdependency of manufacturers and craftsmen is so
deep that both are made for each-other and jointly produce the well known
products i.e. Bagru Hand Block Prints. The Bagru Hand Block Print range is
so wide that no other place has so far come to compete with Bagru.

Inspection Body

:

The ingenuity of Bagru Hand Block Print is entirely based on excellent
craftsmanship and practical knowledge of Chhipa’s of Bagru. In order to maintain
the standards, quality, integrity and consistency at products, the applicant M/s.
Bagru Haath Thappa Chhapai Dastkar Sanrakshan Avvam Vikas Samiti”
(BHTCDSAVS), Bagru has constituted an independent inspection committee of
seven members headed by General Manager RUDA, A Govt. of Rajasthan
undertaking. A Stamp or hand block engraved with a logo of BHTCDSAVS,
Bagru Hand Block Print and an identification number of the user will be issued to
all the production units. The Samiti will make it compulsory for every unit to put
this Stamp on their finished products before sale. Inspection Members would be
requested for random checking to ensure that every production unit maintain
quality standards and stamps its product.
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(M)

Others

:

About the Applicant: “Bagru Haath Thappa Chhapai Dastkar Sanrakshan
Avvam Vikas Samiti” (BHTCDSAVS) is a registered society under Jaipur
Cooperative society Act 1943 and its Registration No. is 640. BHTCDSAVS is
an umbrella organization representing the interests of all the persons of small and
medium scale units of Bagru, Kaladera, Jhota and Jairampura etc. involved in
production and marketing of Bagru Hand Block Print. Since the organization has
been formed unanimously by producers and traders engaged in the business of
Bagru Hand Block Prints as a part of its on going business development
programmes, it has actively been involved for welfare of all the entrepreneurs and
has been coordinating such activities with various public and private agencies.
The organization has large number of members including various key persons,
many amongst them being owners of Bagru Hand Block Printing Units, in its
executive committee. Thus, the effort of the organization is to provide support to
the manufacturers and traders of Bagru Hand Block Print and general public at
large without any consideration for caste, creed, religion or any such issues.
Because hand block printing was the main source of revenue during 18th and 19th
century, the town became known for its famous textile and continued to be known
for Bagru Hand Block Print. Almost all well established units have their own
design directory. Some of them have preserved the blocks that they have been
using for last 300 years. As per BHTCDSAVS 25% of the total population of
Bagru Town is dependent upon the business of Bagru Hand Block Prints. Average
production in each small unit varies between 50–100 meters per day. Total annual
turnover of Bagru Hand Block Printed products lies between Rupees 70-80 crores
(2007-08).
Present Scenario of Bagru Hand Block Print:
There are more then 350 small and medium scale dying and printing units mainly
in Bagru and a few in nearby villages e.g. at Jahota, Jairampura and Kaladera.
Most of these units are in operation for more then 300 years and since then the
products are soled as Bagru Hand Block Prints. Bagru village has also been
known for bravery and chivalery of its Thakurs and Jagirdars who have occupied
key positions in the army of the then Jaipur or Amber provinces. Today Bagru
Prints is a well known name amongst textile sector all over India and abroad.
Bagru Prints were produced to cater the need for rural population. The Print
designs and colour are such that these are ideal for rural folk. The design and
colours of bagru prints have been greatly improved and diversified to meet the
requirement of the designers and export market.
Bagru textile has been a fascination for large number of well known Designers.
Creativeness and skill of artisans of Bagru have been recognized all over India.
Many artisans have been recipient of National Award from the Ministry of
Textile. The vision, devotion and creative skills of Late Shri Ram Gulam Jajpura,
Shri Ram Kishor Chhipa, Shri Ram Swaroop Kothiawal, Shri Rameshwar Lal
Dosaya, Shri Lal Chand Chhipa, Padam Shree - Ram Kishor Chhipa, Smt.
Bhanwari Devi etc. have gone a long way in bringing this textile cluster in
forefront of the world textile map. Today it is a proud privilege of Bagru textiles
that these are on display at almost all famous museums of the world. Almost all
well known showrooms and exhibitions of country and abroad showcase Bagru
Products.
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G.I. APPLICATION NUMBER - 189
Application is made by Venkatagiri Handloom Sarees Apex Society, Moola Sali Street,
Venkatagiri (Post & Mandal), Nellore District, Andhra Pradesh, India, for Registration in
Part-A of the Register of Venkatagiri Sarees under Application No.189 in respect of
Sarees being textile goods, falling in Class - 25 is hereby advertised as accepted under
Sub-section (1) of Section 13 of Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration and
Protection) Act, 1999.

Applicant

:

Venkatagiri Handloom Sarees Apex Society

Address

:

Venkatagiri Handloom Sarees Apex Society,
Moola Sali Street, Venkatagiri (Post & Mandal),
Nellore District, Andhra Pradesh, India

Geographical Indication

:

VENKATAGIRI SAREES

Class

:

25

Goods

:

Class–25 Sarees being textile goods.
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(A)

Name of the Applicant

: Venkatagiri Handloom Sarees
Apex Society

(B)

Address

: Venkatagiri Handloom Sarees
Apex Society, Moola Sali Street,
Venkatagiri (Post & Mandal),
Nellore District, Andhra Pradesh,
India.

(C)

List of association of persons/
Producers / organization/ authority

: To be provided on request

(D)

Type of Goods

: Class–25 Sarees being textile goods.

(E)

Specification

:






Venkatagiri Sarees are essentially made of pure cotton, with elaborate gold
and silver zari work on them, with characteristic colours.
They have fine texture, soft and are suitable for various occasions.
The designs are fully hand woven and this is what adds to the exclusivity of
the Venkatagiri sarees.
The workmanship of Venkatagiri sarees primarily adopts, a bold ribbon of zari
as border, and in the pallu of the sari, with traditional peacock, swan, parrot,
mango, butti, leaf and gold coin designs interspersed all over the saree in zari
or thread.. It is believed that no other variety of cotton saree incorporates the
amount of elaborate zari work as in the Venkatagiri sarees.
Product
Venkatagiri Sarees

Specifications
Pure Cotton only
Length – 5 1/2 metres- 6 yards
Width – 48 inches
With Blouse: 51/2 mts. + 80 cms
Without Blouse: 51/2 metres
Wrap X Weft: 100S X 100S
Fine, soft to touch, elegant, light,
saree with bold zari ribbon border.
Meant for hot weather, and for grand
occasions. Regal looking originally
meant for royalty in Andhra
Pradesh.
Popular motifs are traditional
peacock, swan, parrot, mango, butti,
leaf and gold coin designs.

Characteristics

Motifs
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(F)

Name of Geographical Indication

:

VENKATAGIRI SAREES

(G)

Description of Goods

:

Venkatagiri Sarees are essentially made of pure cotton, with elaborate zari work
on them, with characteristic colours. The characteristic Venkatagiri saree is made
of pure cotton, dyed using vat or Napthol dyes, and zari woven into it by master
weavers using silver and gold zari yarn obtained from Surat in Gujarat. The
colours are bold, and do not run when the sarees are washed or soaked. This is
largely attributed to the quality of the water in that region. Special care is taken to
ensure that the water used for dyeing and treating the yarn is soft water. The
workmanship primarily includes, a bold ribbon of zari as border, and in the pallu
of the sari, with traditional peacock, swan, mango, leaf and gold coin designs
interspersed all over the saree. It is believed that no other variety of cotton saree
incorporates the amount of elaborate zari work as in the Venkatagiri sarees.
Besides the Venkatagiri sarees are meant for very hot weather as they have fine
texture and are suitable for various occasions. Hence the demand seems to exceed
supply of these sarees.

(H)

Geographical Area of Production and Map as shown in page no. 36 :
Venkatagiri in Nellore District of Andhra Pradesh is famous for its Handloom
Cotton sarees.
Latitude: 13 degrees, 58 minutes, 0 Seconds North
Longitude: 79 degrees, 35 minutes, 1 Seconds East

(I)

Proof of Origin (Historical records) :
It is said that the weaving at Venkatagiri first originated over 300 years ago and
was patronized by the Velugoti dynasty. A group of about 40 weavers were
supported by the Velugoti dynasty for the exclusive purpose of weaving dhoti and
turbans made of soft cotton, with sophisticated embroidery to the Royal family.
Gradually, the weavers started moving into saree making which was exclusively
made for the queens, royal women and other zamindaris. The erstwhile kingdoms
of Bobbli and Pithapuram also encouraged the making of Venkatagiri sarees.
However now the sarees are woven for public consumption.
In Venkatagiri there are about 40,000 inhabitants of which about 20,000 are
weavers. The houses are neatly arranged in rows, and almost every house has a
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loom, the entire family is involved in the weaving process in Venkatagiri making
the town inhabited by a weaving community.
(J)

Method of Production

:

The production of Venkatagiri sarees involves the following steps Raw Materials Used:
 Pure cotton yarn
 Zari threads in silver and gold.
 Dyes-two kinds-Naphthol and Vat.
 Procurement of Raw Material:
Cotton is obtained locally from spinning mills from Coimbatore and other
places and are mostly of 100 S count. The silver and gold zari is procured
from Surat in Gujarat which is considered the best in India for the purpose.
The cotton is brought in Hank form and is then processed further for the
purpose of weaving. The hank yarns are procured by NHDC (National
Handloom Development Corporation Ltd.) and then distributed to the
societies in Venkatagiri.
 Purification of Cotton:
The cotton yarn sourced are in Hank form is creaming in colour and contain
several impurities like oils, wax, cotton seeds, etc. This makes the yarn
unsuitable for dyeing as the dye would not percolate into the fibres due to the
wax content. So the yarn is boiled in hot water with caustic soda and soap for
about 3 to 4 hours to ensure that the stickiness on the fibres slowly gives way.
After boiling, the yarn is left to soak in the same liquid overnight. The next
morning, the yarn is thoroughly rinsed and the excess water is squeezed out.
Once excess water is wrung out, the yarn is ready for dyeing as the yarn now
has the capacity to absorb the dyes.
 Dyeing:
This is a very important step in Venkatagiri saree production. For white
sarees, the yarn is bleached using either (a) bleaching powder or (b) bleaching
solution.
The chemical name of the bleach used is Calcium Hypochlorite. A minimum
of 7 gms of Chlorine to a litre of water is a minimum requirement. The yarn is
soaked in this solution for about 30 to 45 minutes at room temperature and
then washed, wrung out and suspended on bamboo sticks for drying.
In the case of colours, the yarn is soaked in dyes.
Handloom industries generally use two kinds of dyes-Vat and Naphthol dyes.
Both of these are chemical dyes. In both cases various colours are mixed to
get different hues and shades of colours.
Dyes:
Vat dyes- This colour is available in powder form. It is dissolved in soft water
only, failing which the dyeing process becomes faulty and streaky. The water
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is first tested with soap for softness. If the water is found to be hard, a water
sequestering agent is added to the water to reduce the hardness. Only after the
water is rendered adequately soft, the dye is added.
Dyes can be soluble or insoluble. Vat dye is insoluble. To make it soluble
caustic soda (Hydros-Sodium Hydrosulphite) is added. When made soluble,
the Vat dye is ready for the dyeing process. Big Vats are filled with required
amount of water, and the dye thus made soluble, and heated to about 60°
Centigrade with fire wood below for about 45 minutes. After about 45
minutes to an hour, the yarn is taken out, wrung out, and suspended on
bamboo stands, for drying and exposed to air.
One notable feature in Vat dyes is that due to the addition of chemical
elements for rendering solubility of the dye, colours under go chemical
reactions. For eg. When yellow colour is added, the caustic soda turns the yarn
into violet colour, but when the yarn is finally exposed to air during drying
process the exposure to oxygen makes the yarn yellow again.
Naphthol dyes - The Napthol dye consists of 2 elements-the Napthol and the
Base. This is also in powder form. First the Naphtol powder is made into a
solution by adding caustic soda for rendering solubility. First the yarn is
boiled in hot water with Napthol and caustic soda for about 30 minutes.
Following this, the yarn is cooled down and treated and developed with the
Base at room temperature for 20 to 30 minutes. Only after the yarn is treataed
with the base, it gets the colour. To make the Base soluble, it is treated with
Hydrochloric Acid and Sodium Nitrite (HCl + Na NO2). This makes the
solution very poisonous and much care needs to be taken at this stage.
Besides, the Hydrochloric acid and sodium nitrite cause effervescence in the
naphtol solution and hence produce heat. To overcome this heat, sometimes,
ice is dropped into the solution, which is why Naphthol colours are called ice
colours. This process of treating Base with HCl and NaNO2 is called
Diazotisation.
Naphthol offers bold colours like Maroon, Orange & Yellow. Olive Green and
Indigo is a popular Vat colour.
 Removal of Excess Dye:
The yarn that is dyed or bleached is soaked in water in boiling temperature
with soap solution and soda ash for about 15 minutes to ensure that all
molecules of excess dye lying on the surface of the yarn comes out. Since a
mere wash does not ensure the removal of excess dye, the soda ash and soap
are added.
The Venkatagiri weavers believe that the quality of water is highly conducive
to effective dyeing process. The water is largely from ground water which is
obvious from the numerous wells that are situated in almost every street.
 Drying:
After dyeing with Vat or Napthol dye, or bleaching as the case may be, and
after washing off excess dye, the yarn which is still in Hank form is suspended
between bamboo sticks for drying.
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Pre-loom process:
 Winding of hank yarn into warp and weft
The hank is then transferred through a “charka” and shift bamboo into a
bobbin and is now called the warp. The weft is made by winding the hank
yarn into a Pirn. The weft is then inserted into a shuttle.
Next, the warp from the bobbin is rolled out into a warp machine which is a
big circular contraption, with bamboo sticks. By a rotating process, the yarn is
rolled out of several bobbins into the warp machine. Now the hank yarn is in
the form of a warp.
 Street sizing
Next the warp is mounted on bamboo sticks and is extended to its full length.
Then it is sprayed with rice conjee to reinforce the fibres and make it
amenable for weaving. This is done for about 45 minutes, and depending
upon the time of the day and weather conditions, the fibres are left to dry.
 Weaving process
After street sizing, the warp is ready for weaving. It is mounted on a beam,
and the weft which is in the Pirn is placed inside a shuttle and placed
perpendicular to the warp beam. For every pull of the lever, the weft moves
across the warp once thus adding to a weave.
This was the traditional method of weaving the warp and weft. However
nowadays, the jacquard is used and cards with punched holes are inserted and
placed appropriately to effect the required designs on the cloth.
One warp can make about 4 sarees.
1warp = 12 hanks
1 weft = 10 hanks
Zari about 2 hanks is used for a saree with big border and 1 hank is used for a
saree with small border.
 Conception of Design - Involvement of Human Element:
In the weaving of Venkatagiri Sarees a lot of human creativity is involved,
much care is seen in the dyeing process. Venkatagiri saree weavers are very
particular about washing off excess dye after every dyeing process which is
what makes their saree last very long despite its fineness of texture. Though
the fabric feels soft to touch, its colour is durable and lasts for forever even
after several washes.
Visualizing and conceiving the design: Venkatagiri sarees adopt characteristic
motifs of peacock, swan, butti, gold coin, leaf, mango woven in zari or thread.
Graph paper is used for very complicated designs while the more seasoned
weavers incorporate designs directly into the weaving process accordingly
manipulating the weft and the warp.
Graph Paper Design: It is believed that Venkatagiri saree weavers used to
create designs based on their memory. But now due to the need for more
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precision and reliability and maintaining good quality, the weavers use graphs
to incorporate their designs.
In this method of designing the design is first plotted on graph paper.
Thereafter by seeing the design, threads are set on the loom and by the weaver
the saree is woven by counting the threads. Four inches of design on graph
paper is to one inch of the design on the goods. i.e. the ratio of the design on
the graph papers and that on the goods is 4:1. This designing on graph paper is
called Graph Paper Designing.
Weaving the preconceived design on the loom manually without any external
mechanical aid (i.e. dobby and jacquard are not used for weaving the design)
requires lot of experience and skill on the part of the weaver to weave a
product of excellent quality.
Apart from involvement of human creativity and skill the entire process of
weaving is laborious and time consuming. For eg. A weaver will take 3 to 4
days to weave a normal saree with minimum designs with about 6 hours a day
of weaving. The demand for Venkatagiri sarees persists irrespective of
seasons due to the fact that these sarees are light, soft to touch and hence ideal
for summer and tropical climate.
 Cutting & Folding:
The woven yarn cloth is then cut according to the requirement of the goods it
is to be made into. Then the cloth is folded and sent for inspection to the
master weavers.
 Inspection of sarees: The master weavers identify flaws by touch. The quality
is assessed by the nature of work done and then sent to the showrooms for
display.
 Marketing:
It is believed that due its affordable prices, demand for Venkatagiri sarees is
always more than supply. Roughly 6000 sarees are produced in Nellore
district per day of which about 4000 sarees are produced only in Venkatagiri.
 Wages:
Weavers in Venkatagiri are given minimum wages of Rs.600 for 1 warp
which is 4 sarees. Wages for Venkatagiri weavers can vary from Rs.600 to a
few thousands for 1 warp depending on the kind of skill demonstrated.
(K)

Uniqueness

:

Venkatagiri Sarees enjoy the distinction of originating and claiming their fame
and popularity from their fine cotton texture which is why they were well sought
after by the royalty of Venkatagiri even centuries ago. They are largely hand
made. The zari in border and pallu adds to the character of the Venkatagiri saree
and makes it unique. The typical Venkatagiri saree border has a ribbon of gold
zari in varying sizes. Only newer versions have embroidery on borders. The fine
cotton texture, in solid colours with the ribbon/band like Zari border is what
makes the Venkatagiri saree unique. Besides, many sarees have either zari or
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thread motifs on the body which adds to the grandeur and elaborate artistry of the
saree. The more the motifs, the more expensive is the saree. The affluent opt for
the more expensive sarees with more workmanship and zari content on the saree
while the economically lower classes have the option of choosing a less elaborate
variety Venkatagiri saree. This itself is a unique feature of Venkatagiri sarees as it
caters to the rich and poor equally. Venkatagiri sarees are available for the more
lavish, ornate occasions as also simple day to day use. This unique quality of
Venkatagiri saree is perhaps seen in no other sarees. To impart designs on the
Venkatagiri sarees, graph paper is used for more complicated designs, while some
master weavers are very skilled and incorporate the designs directly while
weaving the materials. The designs are fully hand woven and this is what adds to
the exclusivity of the Venkatagiri sarees.
The uniqueness of Venkatagiri sarees lies in the following:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

(L)

Soft cotton sarees, fine to touch, with elaborate zari work, of high quality.
Bold colours, which do not run after w ash.
Ideal for hot weather due to the uniform fine texture.
Delicate embroidery work.
Sarees can be used for multipurpose occasions from daily wear to festive
occasions.

Inspection Body

:

Usually, the master weavers identify flaws in the Venkatagiri saree by touch. The
quality is assessed by the nature of work done and then sent to the showrooms for
display. Inspection would be done by Venkatagiri Handloom Sarees Apex
Society to ensure that every production unit maintains quality standards.
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NOTICE
Applicants for registration of Geographical Indication and their agents are particularly
requested to quote in their replies full and complete Reference Letter No. and date,
application number and the class to which it relates and send to the Geographical
Indications Registry, Chennai. This would facilitate quick disposal of letters.

Shri. P.H. Kurian, IAS
Controller General of Patents, Designs & Trade Marks,
Registrar of Geographical Indications

Published by the Government of India,
Geographical Indications Registry, Chennai - 600 032.
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